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ABSTRACT
In order to improve the design and control of Process Tomography, the project is
presented in this study. Process tomography is a process of measuring electrical
signals by using specific types of sensor. The sensors are arranged around an object,
such as vessels or pipelines, toexamine the internal characteristics of the subject. The
information on the nature of the subject is obtained by reconstructing the
measurements from the sensors into a 2-D or 3-D image. There are many methods
that can be applied in process tomography. This includes optical tomography,
resistive tomography, and acoustic tomography. The method used for this study is
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT). EIT is a tomographic imaging method
which enables the internal impedance ofanobject tobeimaged with the use ofa ring
ofexternal electrodes. The author had done researches and studies regarding Process
Tomography and EIT to obtain information of the process. The hardware part of the
system consists of the sensor for the signal andthe impedance measurement circuit of
the process tomography. Meanwhile, the software part includes the MATLAB
program which is used for reconstructs the signals and displays the results. In this
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1.1 Background of Study
Process tomography is a relatively new imaging technique that has managed to
excite interest in broad range of disciplines. The process tomography studies began its
applications in medical area, and developed to evolve rapidly in industrial applications.
The first systems were built in 1970s, which produced a good standard for process
tomography development. Later, research studies focused on process tomography were
form such as from the teams of University of Manchester Institute of Science and
Technology (UMIST), Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute, Morgantown Energy
Technology Center and other researcher groups.
Process tomography is a process of measuring the signals by using specific types
of sensors which are arranged around an object in order to examine its internal condition
[5]. The information on the nature of the subject is obtained by reconstructing a 2-D or
3-D image from the sensors measurements. The instrument components consist of the
hardware and software parts. There are widespread applications of process tomography
in oil and gas industry since this process brings a lot of benefits for the engineers in
order to observe and examine the internal condition of process line or equipment.
There are many types of sensing methods that can be implemented in the process
tomography [5]. The methods are based on measurements of transmission, diffraction or
electrical phenomena using radiation, acoustic or electrical sensors. The author will
concentrate on the electrical methods which can be used in the project. Compared to
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other methods, electrical properties measurements are suitable to be applied in the
industry since the sensors can acquire fast responses from the sensors.
The technique that the author had chose for this project is Electrical Impedance
Tomography (EIT). It is one of the industrial process tomography systems, which
measures the electrical properties in a specific object. There are widespread applications
of EIT in both medical and industrial fields [2]. Basically, the method will image the
conductivity distribution within a test volume by making electrical measurements on the
surface of the volume. Usually, this involves injecting current through electrodes
attached to the surface and measuringthe induced voltage on the electrodes.
An EIT imaging system consists of its data collection measurement system
(hardware) and its reconstruction algorithm (software) [5]. The hardware part consists of
the sensor for the signal and the data control ofthe process tomography. Meanwhile, the
software part includes the program to reconstructs the signals and displays the results. A
few sets of electrodes plates are arranged around the specific object to be used as a
sensor for the system. Voltage differences are measured between adjacent pairs of
electrodes. These measurements are obtained by the electrodes and sent to the image-
reconstruction computer. The computer generates the tomography images of the
permittivity distribution from the measurementsby the sensors.
There are many applications of EIT method. The medical applications include
detecting cancerous tumors in breast tissue and monitoring pulmonary or gastric
functions. In industry EIT has applications such as monitoring industrial processes and
non-destructive testing andevaluating material [3]. EIT canalso be applied to image the
distribution of oil andwater in a pipeline andimaging the flow of substances in a mixing
vessel. In some ways industrial applications are more favorable for EIT because it is
usually possible to use a rigid, fixed array ofelectrodes.
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1.2 Problem Statement
There are many methods of measuring industrial parameters such as level,
temperature, flow, conductivity, pH and pressure. However, mostly all of the methods
developed in the industry do not provide information on the internal characteristics of
the components being measured. Usually, the data obtained can only be measured in
terms of electrical properties such as voltage and current, and unable to display the
internal characteristics of the measurement in terms of images. Below the author listed
the advantages ofobtaining the internal characteristics of the measurements:
• To improve the design and operation ofprocess and equipment
• To obtain precise and accurate quantitative information from inaccessible
locations
• To obtain detailed characteristics of a subject for design, measurement and
control ofmultiphase processes.
The sensors used to operate in an industry must suit its industrial environment. It
must be designed to be hostile, fast changing, and chemically aggressive. Responding to
this demand requires the development of process tomography. The process involves
taking measurements around the periphery of an object such as pipelines or process
vessels to determine the internal characteristics of the subject. These measurements will
be displayed into an image. The tomography system which applies the electrical
impedance principle will be developed as to provide a platform in exploring the
potential application ofprocess tomography in oil and gas industry.
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1.3 Objective and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objective
• To study on the data acquisition system of Electrical Impedance Tomography
(EIT).
• To design a functional hardware system of EIT including the electrodes
construction, measurement circuit, and data acquisition system.
1.3.2 Scope of Study
The study on electrical impedance tomography through process tomography
application is to be completed within the time frame given which is approximately 13
weeks. For Final Year Project 1 (FYPl), the author aimed to accomplish the study and
researches regarding Process Tomography. All the findings will be used to construct the
hardware circuit designof EIT in Final Year Project 2 (FYP 2). In order for successful
completion of the project, work planning and laboratory experiments are to be
performed throughout the semester. This system is required to be developed by
following the criteria of EIT for application in oil and gas industry. Generally, EIT
principle covering the scopes as follows:
• The introduction and background studies of Process Tomography
• Methods, techniques and applications ofProcessTomography
• Construction of EITsensors andthecircuitmeasurement of the system
• Electronics theory and circuit design in order to develop the control and data
acquisition system.
• Developing C language programs to be used with PIC microcontroller




Generally, tomography is considered as an imaging tool for medical examination
purposes [8], The applications include imaging of heart and lung function in the thorax,
screening for breast cancer and brain function and gastric emptying. There are several
other applications as well such as imaging intra-pelvic venous congestion and limb
plethysmography, apnoea monitoring and mtra-abdominal bleeding or fluid. Medical
applications generally do not require high frame rates, and use excitation signals of low
magnitude to prevent damage to the individual. However, the concept of tomography
and its non-invasive way of imaging is not restricted to the medical field. Tomography
has been developed into a reliable tool for imaging numerous industrial applications.
This field ofapplication is commonly known as Industrial Process Tomography (IPT) or
simply Process Tomography (PT).
Currently, there are many different techniques of sensors that can be used based on
measurements of transmission, diffraction or electrical phenomena using radiation,
acoustic or electrical sensors. These include infrared, optical, X-ray and Gamma-ray
tomographic systems, positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and sonic or ultrasonic tomographic systems [5], Each of these
techniques has its advantages, disadvantages and limitations. The choice of sensing
system is determined by many factors. These include the nature of components
contained in the subject, the desired resolution of imaging, cost of the equipment, the
information sought from the process and its intended purposes, the process environment,
the size of the process equipment and the length scale of the phenomena being
investigated, human resources needed to operate it, and potential hazards to the
personnel involved.
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Another method is Electrical Tomography Method which includes Resistance,
Capacitance and Impedance Tomography. It provides fast response which up to 200
images per second, simple to operate, has a rugged construction and is sufficiently
robust to cope with most industrial environments. The apparent drawback of electrical
tomography is its relatively low spatial resolution - typically 3-10% of a pipe diameter.
However this is sufficient for many practical industrial applications. Below are the
examples of tomographic techniques used in process industries:
Table 1: Examples of process tomography techniques in process industries
Process application Sensing method
Microstructural characterization of Magnetic resonance imaging




Liquid mixing and multiphase flow Optical tomography
(0.01-0.5 m) Resistive tomography
Capacitance tomography
Acoustic tomography
Powder mixing, transport, and conveying Capacitance tomography
(0.01-0.5 m) Electrodynamics tomography
Groundwater monitoring and soil Impedance tomography
remediation (0.01-0.5m)
Atmospheric pollution monitoring Laser absorption imaging
(50 m-10 km)
Oilfield reservoir exploration Acoustic velocity imaging
(50 m -50 km) Acoustic diffraction tomography
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Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a recently developed tomographic
imaging technique, which enables the internal impedance ofan object to be imaged with
the use of a ring of external electrodes. By computing electrical conductivity within the
subject, the internal conditions of the subject canbe imaged [4]. EIT uses lowfrequency
electrical current to probe the conductivity of the subject.. The electrodes are placed on
the surface of the pipe and an alternating current is supplied to the electrodes. By
injecting known amount of currents and measuring the resulting electrical potential at
points of the boundary of the body, it is possible to invert such data to determine the
conductivity or the resistivity of the region of the body probed by the currents. The
image reconstruction is computed based on the voltage data. The reconstructed image
presents two dimensional slices of thethree dimensional conductivity distributions.
Senaois
Unknown distribution









Figure 1: Block Diagram of EIT Method in Process Tomography
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EIT applications improve the operation and design of processes handling multi-
component mixtures by enabling boundaries between different components in a process
to be imaged in real-time using non-intrusive sensors [8]. Byusing the sensors arranged
aroundthe object, the internalconditions can be imaged. This reveals informationon the
nature anddistribution of components within the sensing zone. The sensor output signals
depend on the position of the component boundaries within their sensing zones. The
tomographic image of the cross-section can be viewed by using software. This will
provide identification of the distribution of mixing zones in the subjects correspond to
any projects. The image data can be analyzed quantitatively for subsequent use to
improve process control or to develop models to describe individual processes.
Compared with techniques like computerized x-ray tomography and positron
emission tomography, EIT is cheaper, smaller in size andrequires no ionising radiation.
Further, EIT can in principle produce thousands of images per second. The major








Figure 2: An EIT measurement system
In the industrial field typical applications are imaging the distribution of oil and
water ina pipeline and imaging the flow of substances ina mixing vessel. In some ways
industrial applications are more favorable for EIT because it is usually possible to use a
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rigid, fixed array of electrodes. The fixing ofelectrodes on the human body is one ofthe
residual problems facing medical EIT.
Below are the examples of image reconstructions that have been developed by the
earlier researchers in various applications [6]:
i) Flow
Figure 3: Bubbly flow Figure 4: Turbulent flow
ii) Mixing





There are procedures to be followed in order to carry out this project. This is to
ensure that the project flow is smooth and can be accomplished within the given frame
time. The first task to be accomplished is to study the literature review and research
regarding Process Tomography in general and specifically in Electrical Impedance
Tomography (EIT). The example of EIT systems that have been implemented and the
most recent applications are taking into account. The systems are compared and the best
and the simplest systems are analyzed. The study of each partof the circuit namely the
current generation circuit, multiplexing technique, and microcontroller unit needs to be
done.
After completing the first part of this project, the second part is designing the
circuit to be used as data acquisition system (DAS) in this project. This will include
developing the dual current source circuit, multiplexer circuit, and the control unit
circuit. Each part of the circuit needs tobe simulated and tested before connecting them
as a whole system. A program using C programming language needs to be built in order
to operate the microcontroller unit.
The next part of this project is to design and fabricate the prototype of the sensors
used in the system. Materials to be used for the electrodes are analyzed and the best
choice will be implemented. The sensors will be connected to the circuit in order to test
and troubleshoot the circuitconstructioa A series of experiment results on the DAS will
be measured and recorded to obtain the image. This project will be carried out in two
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semesters' duration. The first part will be completed in the first semester and the second
part in the second semester. The project flow chart is shown in Figure 6
3.2 Literature Review and Research
In order to obtain fully understanding of this project, the previous research works
are studied. The research involves in this study scope are as followed:
• The basic principle of process tomography and its early development in
the industry.
• The various sensing methods used in process tomography and its typical
applications.
• The basic components of the sensors technique used in this study which
is electrical impedance tomography (EIT) and scope of studies for each
area.
• The hardware part of this project namely the electrode construction, data
acquisition system (DAS), data processing techniques and the image
reconstruction.
• Analogue and digital electronics theory for the circuit construction.
• Microcontroller theory and applications, the type of IC used, and the
functions of microcontroller unit in this circuit.
• C programming language to be used for microcontroller operation.
Researches and literature reviews ofall the scopes listed above need to be
completed in order to develop a working data acquisition system. Reference books and
journals from early researches are studied and the systems are compared to obtain the
best solutions. The latest technology, techniques and applications can be gained from
reading the technical papers and can be applied in this project. These stages provide
important and useful knowledge in order to design the best and the simplest hardware















Figure 6: Final Year Project Flow Chart
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3.3 Electrode Construction
Impedance sensors consist of a several sets of electrodes that are positioned at
equal intervals at fixed locations around an object. They are designed in sucha waythat
they make electrical contactwith the fluid inside the object but do not afifect the normal
mass transfer within the process. These electrodes will be connected to the data
acquisition system by a set of simple wires to provide the electrical conduction.
Aluminium plate will be used as the electrodes in this project. It is selected because of
its ability as a good thermal and electrical conductor. In industrial applications, the
material used for the electrodes depends largely on the process operation environment.
The electrodes must be possible to abstract maximum amount of information from the
inside of the object and hence acquire the possible images.
Figure 7: Electrodes arranged at equal interval around an object
In this project, adjacent method is used as an EIT sensing system. As shown in
the Figure 8, current is applied to a pair of adjacent electrodes. The voltage differences
between all the other adjacent pairs of electrodes are measured, excluding the pair for
which the electrode is an electrode carrying current. Current is then applied through the
next pair of electrodes and the voltage measurements are repeated. This procedure is
repeated for all pairs of electrodes until a full rotation of electrical field around the
object cross-section is obtained.
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Figure 8: Adjacent Method
In total, the adjacent measurement method will produce N2 measurements,
where N is the number of electrodes. Out of the total number of measurements, only
N(N-l)/2 are independent. In this method, the voltage will not be measuredat a current-
injecting electrode. This is due to the presence of electrical resistance between the
electrode and the measurement object, making the measurements slightly inaccurate.
Therefore, the total number of independent measurements is now reduced toN(N-3)/2.
In this project, the author uses eight electrodes. From the formula, the total
measurements obtained are 20 measurements. These measurements will be displayed at
Hyper Terminal program in the personal computer. PIC microcontroller is used to
receive and transmit the data from the whole circuit to computer. Theoretically, the
image resolution developed by using eight electrodes is relatively poor compared to
higher number of electrodes in use. Increasing the number of electrodes will definitely
increase the total measurements taken, hence increasing the image resolution of the
object. However, the image reconstruction part is beyond the scopes of the project,
hence the total number ofmeasurements does not take into account.
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3.4 Data Acquisition System Design (DAS)
In order to construct a tomographic image in an object, a functional data acquisition
system needs to be developed. The scopes of this objective include the design and
construction of the current generation, multiplexer, voltage measurement and central
control unit design. These circuits will be connected together to obtain the voltage
measurements at the output of the microcontroller and will be displayed HyperTerminal
program. The specifications of each part of the circuit construction are outlined as
below:
3.4.1 Current Generation
Mostofthe current sources used in EIT systems aremore appropriately called
voltage to current converters, since they produce an output current that is proportional to
an input voltage . The current source in an EIT system must be able to deliver current
with desired precision over a specified frequency range to load impedances within an
expected range of values. In thisproject, the voltage controlled current source (VCCS) is
used to produce theconstant current asa supply to the system. Figure 9 shows a possible
implementation ofa VCCS:
Figure 9: Schematic Diagram ofVCCS
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The node equation at the inverting input is as follows:
From the circuit above we can see that Vout - Vjn = VL - To get the equation describing
the operation of the current-source, we equate II == Vl/Rl = Vu/R ( load current is




The current generation circuit above is simulated in PSPICE and different values of R
load will be used to observe the change in voltage output, load voltage and load current.
The calculated values of load current will be compared to the measured values and will
be discussed in Chapter 4.
In previous traditional EIT systems, high frequency sinusoidal waveform is used
as the excitation source, which in turns introducing signal demodulation circuits such as
filters. These extra circuits decrease the speed performance of the whole system. Due to
that, bi-directional current pulse is used to excite the electrodes in order to improve the
measurement speed. In this project, analog CMOS switch HCF4066BE is used in the
circuit to generate the bi-directional current. The IC consists of 4 bi-polar switches
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which let the current flows through when the switch (control pin) is held at a high
voltage level. Otherwise the switch will open and no current will flow.
In the positive half cycle, switches SI and S3 are closed, while switches S2 and
S4 are open. The current flows from electrode A to electrode B. In the negative half
cycle, SI and S3 are open while S2 and S4 are closed. As a result, the current is
reversed, flowing from electrode B to electrode A. The sequence of the switches is
summarized in Table 3 below. Figure 10shows the schematic diagram of bi-directional
current source:
Table 2: Bi- directional current pulse sequence
Cycle SI S2 S3 S4
Positive Closed Opened Closed . Opened







































































































































































































In order to perform dataacquisition in 8-electrodes mode, a multiplexer circuit
is necessary for switching the current source and voltage measurement components
between different electrodes. In this project, the multiplexer circuit consists of four 8x1
MC14051B analogue multiplexers. Two multiplexers are used for current injection
channel while the othertwo multiplexers are used for voltage measurement channel. The
multiplexers will select which pair of electrodes will be used and measured in one
particular time. In adjacent method, two electrodes will be used for current injection.
The voltage difference between allother adjacent pairs will then be measured excluding
the electrodes used for the current injection. Current then applied to another pair of
adjacent electrodes and the voltage measurements are repeated until the full rotation of
electric field of the object is obtained. The multiplexers' outputs will be fed into PIC
microcontroller and will be processed. The schematic diagram of multiplexer circuit is
shown as in Figure 11.
3.4.2.1 Multiplexer Sequence
As the author has discussed before, the multiplexers will be used for current
injection and voltage measurement. The number ofmultiplexer sequence will depend on
the number ofelectrodes used. Since the author is using 8 electrodes in this project, the
total voltage measurements will be 20. This can be obtained from the standard formula:
Total number of measurements = N(N-3)/2
= 8(8-3)/2
= 20
In order to obtain the 20 measurements, the multiplexers are designed to be as in the
Table 2 (Note that MUX1 and MUX2 are multiplexers used for current injection, while
































































































Table 3: The sequence ofmultiplexers
Sequence Current Injection Voltage Measurement
MUX1 MUX2 MUX3 MUX4














15 4 5 6 7
16 7 8
17 8 1
18 5 6 7 8
19 8 1
20 6 7 8 1
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3.4.2.2 Truth Table for Multiplexer
The multiplexers switching for current injection and voltage measurement are
controlled via control logic by using microcontroller PIC16F877. The truth table shown
in Table 3 indicates the sequence of every multiplexer during certain time duration.
Table 4: Truth Table of Multiplexers
Sequence Current Injection Voltage Measurement


























17 1 1 1
18 1 0 0 1 1 0
19 1 1 1
20 1 0 1 1 1 1
3.4.3 Signal Conditioning Circuit
Before the measured analogue voltages obtained from the multiplexer circuit is
being converted to digital values, signal conditioning circuit needs to be developed in
order to obtain only one input as an analogue values. The analogue values will then be
converted to digital values byconnecting the output of signal conditioning circuit to pin
A0 of PIC16F877. Hence, only one pin of the PIC16F877 is required in the circuit to
convert analogue to digital value. Furthermore, the signal conditioning circuit is
constructed by meansofreducing the signal error fromthe analogue values.
The signal conditioning circuit that the author has developed in this project
consists of differential amplifier and instrument amplifier. It is unnecessary for the
author to develop filtering circuit since this project uses bi-directional current pulse to
excite the electrodes. During each half cycle, the current is kept constant, and similar to
a square wave. It was proved that the difference of voltage measured between the sense
electrode pair is nearly a perfect square wave proportional to the drive current and the
conductivity distribution in the medium. Therefore, signal demodulation is not needed
and high measurement speed can beobtained. Figure 13 shows the connection of signal
connection circuit with multiplexers and PIC16F877.
Instrumentation amplifier is a type of op-amp that has been specifically designed
to have characteristics suitable for use in measurement and test equipment. This op-amp
is applied when accuracy and stability of a circuit is required. Along in the instrument
amplifier is differential amplifier. The differential amplifier amplifies the difference
betweentwo input signals (-) and (+). This amplifier is also referred to as a differential-
input single-ended output amplifier. It is a precision voltage difference amplifier, and
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forms the central basis of instrumentation amplifier circuits. The output equation of
differential amplifier circuit is given as:
Vout^CVa-VOBj
Ri
The differential amplifier is usually limited in its performance by the low input
impedance of 2R1. Two buffer amplifiers are commonly added to remove this limitation
and form the simple instrumentation amplifier. Figure 12 shows the schematic circuit of
a simple instrumentation amplifier.
















3.4.4 Central Control Unit
PIC microcontroller is used to synchronize all the measurement circuit and
controls the whole process. Due to that, it is always refer as the central control unit of
the process. Basically, the major functions of microcontroller are to generate and inject
the current signal into the circuit, multiplexer switching for both current injection and
voltage measurement and analog to digital conversion. The microcontroller will also be
connected to a PC interface circuit to view the voltage measurement in terms of digital
values.
Current Source (VCCS)
Multiplexers for Current Injection
Multiplexers for Voltage Measurement




Figure 14: Tomography System controlled by microcontroller
In this project, PIC 16F877 is used as the central control unit. This type of
microcontroller is used because it has big capacity of memory, and hence provides
available output and input pins for the project. Furthermore, Figure 15 shows the





































Figure 15: Physical Pinout of PIC16F877
For this project, the outputand inputpins are as specifiedas follows:
• Power Supply and Grounding
Power (+5V)and ground (GND) are connected to the PIC throughpins Vdd and
Vss. The dd and ss refer to the drain and source notation used in the PIC.
Vdd = 5VandVss = 0
The master clear pin MCLR
This is an active low pinthat provides a reset feature. Grounding thispincauses
the PIC to reset and restart the program stored in the FLASH ROM. Atany other
time (for nmning the microcontroller), the MCLR pin should be made logic 1by
connecting it to a +5V supplythrougha pull-upresistor
Oscillator/ External Clock Source Input
Pin OSCl/CLKIN will be used to connect with external clock input to generate
frequency used for this project.
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Signal Generation
The analogue CMOS switch HCF4066BE is connected to pins RD3 and RD4 to
synchronize all the measurement circuits. PortD is bi-directional I/Oport, which
meansit can be configured as an inputor an output.
Multiplexer switching
PortC and PortD are used for multiplexing addressing for current injection and
voltage measurement respectively. Both Port C and Port D are bi-directional I/O
port. RCO, RC1 and RC2 are connected to the control pins A,B and C of
multiplexers 4051 which used for current injection. Meanwhile RD0,RD1 and
RD2 are also connected to the control pins A,B and C of multiplexers 4051 for
voltage measurement. The outputof each port is a 3 bit address from 000 to 111
to control the multipexers.
Analog to Digital Conversion
The pins in Port A can be used as analog inputs. These analog inputs can be
converted to digital output with the build-in analog to digital converter in
PIC16F877. Pin RAO to RA7 can be used for multiple analog input or single
analog output. The ADC used in this project is 10 bits ADC.
USART asynchronous receiver and transmitter
Pins RC6 and RC7 can be used asUSART asynchronous transmitter and
receiver respectively.
3.4.5 Serial data communication between hardware and computer
In PIC16F877, the USART (Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter) is utilized for asynchronous serial communication. The most common
protocol used for asynchronous communication in microcontroller is the RS232
protocol. The PIC16F877 does not transmit the signals at RS232 directly but does it
through a driver which is MAX232. MAX232 helps protecting the processor from
possible damage by static that may come from people handling the serial port
connectors. Pins RC6 and RC7 can be used as USART asynchronous transmitter and
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USART asynchronous receiver respectively. For this project, the authoruses the RS232
communication circuit to read the voltage data measured at the electrodes. Pins TIOUT
and Rlin of MAX232 will be connected to 9 pin connector of RS232 in order to be
connected to PC to display the measured voltage. The data will be displayed at
HyperTerminaL The configuration at HyperTerminal must set to the same configuration
a microcontroller. Figure 16 below shows the connection of PIC16F877, MAX232 and




















































































































































































































































































Towards completing this project, some experiments are carried out to obtain reliable and
accurate measurements. Below are the results obtained during simulation of voltage
controlled current source (VCCS):
4.1 Simulation on VCCS
In this project,a current amplitude of 10mA peak-to-peak needsto be used
to supply the system. This value can be obtained with the circuit configuration as in
Figure 17. As simulated in the Figure 13, Rl used is equal to 500 ohm and RL used is








Figure 17: VCCS circuit simulation
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From the formula discussed in Chapter 3, the calculated values are as follows:
Vout = (Rl+RL) Vjn
Ri




IL = 5V/ 500 ohm
10 mA
From the calculation above, the calculated values of Vout and IL complied with
the simulation done onPSPICE. Inorder toobserve the change of IL and Vout with
respect to Vin, the values of RL are varied. The values of Vin must be fixed at 5V and
Rl at 500 ohm. The objective ofthis simulation is to obtain 10 mA current. The result of
the experiment is shown in Table 4 below:
Table 5: Results of IL and Vout when RL are varied








From the results obtained in table above, the maximumallowablevalue ofRL to
obtain 10 mA current is 1000 ohm. If RL exceeds 1000 ohm, the load current will
decrease and does not compliance with the specification of the project. In conclusion,
the maximum value that can be used in the VCCS circuit is 1000 ohm.
4.2 Circuit Construction
The author has developed the VCCS, multiplexer and communication circuits.
Figure 18 below shows the connection ofthe circuit on the breadboard while Figure 19
shows the connection on the Veraboard.
PIC
* in:;
H * bm 3 »«•»> ••
• 1 €fc»»» J • •••• ••
~~ ~ h i *••»•• t»
m 4 •*•** **
~ 4*1**
Figure 18: Data Acquisition System Circuit connected on Breadboard
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Figure 19: Data Acquisition System Circuit connected on Veraboard
4.2 Electrode construction
For this project, a prototype of a vessel attached with electrodes was designed
and implemented. A container with diameter 17 cm and 19 cm in height is used as the
vessel. Eight aluminium plates are attached to the container wall using 0.5 cm screw.
Below arethe figures of the prototype looking from side and top views:
Figure 20: Top View Figure 21: Side View
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43 Hardware system of EIT
The data acquisition circuit will be connected to the electrodes and to the
computer. Figure 20 shows the hardware connection ofEIT system.
Figure 22: The Hardware System ofEIT
4.4 Voltage Measurement
The voltagesbetweenelectrodes are measuredby using the data acquisition
system that had been developed. The voltages are measured when there is a bottle in the
tank and when there is no bottle in the tank. The difference of the voltages value for
both measurements is shown in Figure 22. The values for both measurements are
tabulated in Table 6 below:
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Table 6: Voltage Measurements With and Without Object




Electrode Number Electroc e Number
.,...1, 1 2 ^ 3 4 33 32
2 4 5 23 24
3 5 6 11 14
4 6 7 25 25
5 7 8 36 36
6 2 3 4 5 32 32
7 5 6 23 24
8 6 7 15 17
9 7 8 26 27
10 8 1 33 33
11 3 4 5 6 33 34
12 6 7 25 26
13 7 8 17 19
14 8 1 25 28
15 . . 4 5 6 7 34 38
16 7 8 25 26
17 8 1 12 16
18 5 6 7 8 37 42
19 8 1 20 24
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Figure 23: Difference of voltage measurements with and without object.
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As we can see fromthe Table and Figure, there is slightly difference value of
voltages between the tank with and without object. This indicates the effect of object
within the tank. From the measurement, itcan beconcluded that the voltage is highest at
electrode pair closest tocurrent carrying pair. The voltage decreased when electrode pair
away from current injection electrode pair. Voltage is lowest at electrode pair which has




Throughout the project implementation, the author has been able to construct the
prototype of vessel with the electrodes and the data acquisition system. A series of
experiments to verify the connection and feasibility and accuracy of the circuits have
been done. This project brings the opportunity for the author to sharpen her skills in
designing circuits and developing high level rirogramming language.
While producing the voltage measurement from the dataacquisition system, the
author noticed that the current injected into the circuit is too small, hence generating
small values of voltage difference betweenthe electrodes. The author had difficulties in
obtaining the voltage difference due to this reason. The excitation current from the
current source needs to be increased to obtain higher value of voltages.
In order to obtainaccurate results from this project, the circuit boards as well as
the components used need to be examined first before the start of the project. In this
project, the author used 8 electrodes. The number of electrodes can be increased to
obtain more accurate results. The higher the number of electrodes, the more voltage
measurements can be obtained. These voltage measurements are used to reconstruct the
image that has been captured. In order to obtain a precise and accurate image, higher
number of measurements needed to be used. The maximum number of electrodes that
can be used in process tomography as per described by earlier researchers are 32
electrodes.
Furthermore, the whole circuit needs to be designed on the PCB in order to
reduce the resistance from the wiring. This will improve the sensitivity of the circuit,
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producing more accurate voltage measurements. However, due to limited duration of
time, the author only managed to design thecircuit on the veraboard.
In conclusion, a simple data acquisition has been successfully developed.
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delay__us(50); //Delay for sampling cap to charge
adcValue=read_adc(); //Get ADCreading
voltage=l .000*adcValue/1023.000;











































delay_us(50); //Delayfor sampling cap to charge
adcValue=read_adc();//GetADC reading
voltage=1.000*adcVaiue/1023.000;
printf("\033[2J"); //clear hyperterminal screen
printfCWui");
printf("%u\n",adcValue);
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The MC14051B, MC14052B, andMC14053B analog multiplexers
ltc digitally-controlled analog switches. The MC14051B effectively
mpleraents an SP8Tsolid state switch, the MC14052B a DP4T, and
he MC14053B a Triple SPDT. All three devices feature low ON
tnpedance and very low OFF leakage current Control of analog
ignalsup to the complete supplyvoltagerangecanbe achieved.
eatures
• TripleDiodeProtectionon Control inputs
' Switch Function is Break Before Make
> Supply Voltage Range - 3.0 Vdc to 18 Vdc
1Analog Voltage Range (VDD - VEE) = 3.0 to 18 V
Note: Vee must be ^ Vss
p Linearized Transfer Characteristics
Low-noise - 12 nV/VCycle, f > 1.0 kHz Typical
Pin-for-Pin Replacement for CD4051, CD4052, and CD4053
For4PDT Switch, See MC14551B
ForLower Ron,Use theHC4051, HC4052, orHC4053 High-Speed
CMOS Devices
Pb-Free Packages are Available*
IAXIMUM RATINGS (Voltages Referenced toVss)
symbol Parameter Value Unit
V0D DC Supply Voltage Range






Input or Output Voltage Range
(DCor Transient) (Referenced to Vss for




(in InputCunent (DCor Transient) per Control Phi +10 mA
'sw Switch Through Current ±25 mA
PD Power Dissipation per Package (Note 1) 500 mW
TA Ambient Temperature Range
-55 to +125 °C
Tstg Storage Temperature Range -65 to +150 °C
TL Lead Temperature (8-Second Soldering) 260 °C
aximum ratings are those values beyond which device damage can occur,
aximum ratings applied to the device are individual stress limit values (not
irmal operating conditions) and are notvalid simultaneously. Ifthese limits are
:ceeded, devicefunctional operation is not implied, damage mayoccur and
liability may be affected.
Temperature Derating: Plastic "P and D/DW Packages: - 7.0 mW/'C From
65DC To 125°C
This device contains protection circuitry to guard against damage due to high
tfic voltages or electric fields. However, precautions must be taken to avoid
plications of any voltage higher than maximum rated voltages to this
jh-anpedancecircuit. Forproperoperation, Vin and Vq^should be constrained to
* range Vss =s (Vinot Von) * VDD.
Unused inputs mustalways be tied toan appropriate logic voltage level (e.g„ either
s. VEE or Vdd). Unused outputs must be leftopen.
Semiconductor Components Industries, LLC, 2005















































See detailed ordering andshipping mfbrmation inthepackage
dimensions section on page 9 of this data sheet.
*Foradditional information on our Pb-Free strategy
and soldering details, please download the
ONSemiconductor Soldering and Mounting











. 9 0-H C
/ 13 0- XO
14 0— X1
X2 *15 O—
SWITCHES 12 O— X3
























IN/OUT 10— Y0 »






f 6 O- INHIBIT
CONTROLS
Ho- A X -014
10 O- B
. 90- C
COMMONS r 12 O— XO y —015 COMMONS
OUT/IN 13 0— X1 OUT/IN
SWITCHES 2 0— YO
IN/OUT 10— Y1





Note: Control Inputs referenced toVss, Analog Inputs and Outputs reference toVEE. Vee must be£ VSs-
MC14051B
X4T 1» 16 3Vdd
X6[ 2 15 ]X2
X[ 3 14 1X1
X7[ 4 13 ]xo
X5[ 5 12 3X3
INH[ 6 11 ]A
VeeI 7 10 ]B
VssE 8 9 3c
PIN ASSIGMENT
MC14052B
Y0[ \* 16 ]Voo
Y2[ 2 15 ]X2
YE 3 14 1X1
Y3I 4 13 lx
Y1{ 5 12 ]X0
INH[ 6 11 ]X3
VeeC 7 10 JA




Yir 1» 16 ]Vdd
Y0| 2 15 ]Y
Z1[ 3 14 IX
Z[ 4 13 3X1
Z0[ S 12 ]X0
INH[ 6 11 IA
VeeI 7 10 ]B
VssE 8 9 jC
MC14051B, MC14052B, MC14053B
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Symbol Vdd Test Conditions
-55°C 25°C 125°C
UnitCharacteristic Min Max Min Typ
(Note 2)
Max Min Max
SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS (Voltages Referencedto VEE)
Power Supply Voltage
Range







Vm = VSs or V0D,
Switch I/O:VEE «= Viro £
VDD.andAV^ttchS




























Typical (0.20 jiA/kHz) f + lDD
(0.36 (WkHz) f + lDD
HA
CONTROL INPUTS — INHIBIT, A, B, C (VoltagesReferenced to Vss)
Low-Level Input Voltage V,L 5.0
10
15
















High-Level Input Voltage V|H 5.0
10
15
















Input Leakage Current tin 15 Vin= 0 or VDD - ±0.1 - ±0.00001 ±0.1 - 1.0 HA
input Capacitance Cin - _ - - 5.0 7.5 - - PF
WITCHES IN/OUT AND COMMONS OUT/IN —X, Y, Z (Voltages Referenced to VEE)
Recommended
Peak-to-Peak Voltage
Into or Out of the Switch
Recommended Static or
Dynamic Voltage Across





























Channel On or Off
Channel On
Vin = 0 V, No Load
AV-witch £ 500 mV
<Note3)Vin = V,LorV|H
(Control), and Vin=
0 to VDD (Switch)
Vm-VtLorVIH
(Control) Channel to



























































Data labeled Typ" isnot to beused for design purposes, but isintended as an indication ofthe IC's potential performance.
For voltage drops acrosstheswitch (AV^fe*) >600 mV (> 300 mV at high temperature), excessive VDD current may bedrawn, i.e. the
current outof the switch may contain both VDd and switch input components. The reliability of the device will be unaffected unlessthe




ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Note 4) (Cu =50 pF, TA =25°C) (Veh < Vss unless otherwise indicated)
Characteristic
Propagation Delay Times (Figure 6)
Switchinput to SwitchOutput (Rl • 10 kQ)
MC14051
tpLH. tpHL ~ (0-17 ns/pF) CL + 26.5 ns
tpLH. ^HL = (0-08 ns/pF) CL + 11 ns
tpLH. tpHL = (0-06 ns/pF) CL + 9.0 ns
MC14052
tpLH.Vhl = (0.17 ns/pF) CL + 21.5 ns
tpLH.tpHL = (0.08 ns/pF) CL + 8.0 ns
tpLH> ^HL = (0-06 ns/pF) CL+ 7.0 ns
MC14053
tpLH,tpHL = (0.17 ns/pF) CL + 16.5 ns
tpLH. *PML = (0.08 ns/pF) CL+ 4.0 ns
tpLH. tpHL = (0-06 ns/pF) CL + 3.0 ns
Inhibit to Output (RL = 10 kQ,VEE = Vss)
Output "1"or "0°to High Impedance, or









(RL = 10KQ, f - 1 kHz) Vin = 5 Vpp
bandwidth (Figure 7)
(RL = 1 kQ,Vin = 1/2 (VDD-VEE) p-p, CL = 50pF
20Log(VolrtA/in) = -3dB)
XfChannel Feedthrough Attenuation (Figure7)
RL * 1KQ,Vin = 1/2 (VDD - VEE) p-p
fin = 4.5 MHz — MC14051B
fin = 30 MHz — MC14052B
fin = 55 MHz — MC14053B
ChannelSeparation (Figure 8)
(RL= 1 kQ, Vfn = 1/2 (VDD-VEE) p-p,
fin = 3.0 MHz
Irosstatk,Control Inputto Common O/l (Figure9)
(R-i = 1 kQ, RL = 10 kQ









































The formulas given are for the typical characteristics only at 25°C.




















































































• Short circuit protection
• Excellent temperature stability
• Internal frequency compensation





32001 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation
Description
The LM741 series are general purpose operational amplifi
ers. It is intended for a wide range of analog applications.
The high gain and wide range of operating voltage provide
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5 MAX220-MAX249 family of line drivers/receivers is
snded for all EIAAT1A-232E and V.28/V.24 communica-
is interfaces, particularly applications where ±12V is
available.
sse parts are especially useful in battery-powered sys-
ns, since their low-power shutdown mode reduces
wer dissipation to less than 5uW. The MAX225,
0(233, MAX235, and MAX245/MAX246/MAX247 use
external components and are recommended for appii-









♦ Operate from Single +5V Power Supply
(+5V and +12V—MAX231/MAX239)
♦ Low-Power Receive Mode in Shutdown
(MAX223/MAX242)
♦ Meet AH EIA/TIA-232E and V.28 Specifications
♦ Multiple Drivers and Receivers
♦ 3-State Driver and Receiver Outputs
♦ Open-Line Detection (MAX243)
Ordering Information
PART TEMP RANGE PIN-PACKAGE
MAX220CPE 0°C to +70°C 16 Plastic DIP
MAX220CSE 0°C to +70°C 16 Narrow SO
MAX220CWE 0°C to +70°C 16 Wide SO
MAX220C/D 0°C to +70°C Dice*
MAX220EPE -40°C to +85°C 16 Plastic DIP
MAX220ESE -40°C to +85°C 16 Narrow SO
MAX220EWE -40°C to +85°C 16 Wide SO
MAX220EJE -40°C to +85°C 16 CERDIP
MAX220MJE -55QCto+125°C 16CERDIP
Ordering Information continued at end of data sheet.
'Contact factory for dice specifications.
Selection Table
Power No. of Nominal SHDN Rx
•t Supply RS-232 No. of Cap. Value & Three- Active in Data Rate
ruber (V) Drivers/Rx Ext. Caps (MR State SHDN (kbps) Features
X220 +5 2/2 4 0.1 No — 120 Ultra-low-power, industry-standard Dinout
X222 +5 2/2 4 0.1 Yes — 200 Low-power shutdown
X223 (MAX213) +5 4/5 4 1.0(0.1) Yes • 120 MAX241 and receivers active in shutdown
X225 +5 5/5 0 — Yes • 120 Available in SO
X230 (MAX200) +5 5/0 4 1.0(0.1) Yes — 120 5 drivers with shutdown






120 Standard +5/+12V or battery supplies;
same functions as MAX232
X232 (MAX202) +5 2/2 4 1.0(0.1) No — 120(64) Industry standard
X232A +5 2/2 4 0.1 No — 200 Higher slew rate, small caps
X233(MAX203) +5 2/2 0 — No — 120 No external caps
X233A +5 2/2 0 — No — 200 No external caps, hrqh slew rate
X234 (MAX204) +5 4/0 4 1.0(0.1) No — 120 Replaces 1488
X235 (MAX205) +5 5/5 0 — Yes — 120 No external caps
X236 (MAX206) +5 4/3 4 1.0(0.1) Yes — 120 Shutdown, three state
X237 (MAX207) +5 5/3 4 1.0(0.1) No — 120 Complements IBM PC serial port
X238 (MAX208) +5 4/4 4 1.0(0.1) No — 120 Replaces 1488 and 1489
X239 (MAX209) +5 and 3/5 2 1.0(0.1) No — 120 Standard +5/+12V or battery supplies;
+7.5 to+13.2 single-package solution for IBMPC serial port
X240 +5 5/5 4 1.0 Yes — 120 DIP or fiatpack package
X24HMAX211) +5 4/5 4 1.0(0.1) Yes — 120 ComDlete IBM PC serial port
X242 +5 2/2 4 0.1 Yes • 200 Separate shutdown and enable
X243 +5 2/2 4 0.1 No
— 200 Open-line detection simplifiescabling
X244 +5 8/10 4 1.0 No — 120 High slew rate
X245 +5 8/10 0
—
Yes • 120 High slew rate, int. caps, two shutdown modes
X246 +5 8/10 0
—
Yes • 120 High slew rate, int. caps, ttiree shutdown modes
X247 +5 8/9 0
—
Yes • 120 High slew rate, int. caps, nine operating modes
X248 +5 8/8 4 1.0 Yes • 120 High slew rate, selective half-chip enables
X249 +5 6/10 4 1.0 Yes • 120 Available in quad fiatpack package
i^xsyw
. Maxim Integrated Products 1
\ng, delivery, and ordering information, please contact Maxim/Dallas Direct! at





)ply Voltage (Vcc) -0.3Vto+6V
ut Voltages
N -0.3V to (Vcc - 0.3V)
N(Except MAX220) ±30V
N(MAX220) ±25V




DUT -0.3V to (Vcc + 0.3V)
/er/Receiver Output Short Circuited to GND Continuous
itinuous Power Dissipation (Ta = +70°C)
i-Pin Plastic DIP (derate 10.53mW/°C above +70°C)....842mW
l-Pin Plastic DIP (derate 11.11 mW/°C above +70°C)....889mW
20-Pin Plastic DIP (derate 8.00mW/°C above +70°C) ..440mW
16-Pin Narrow SO (derate 8.70mW/°C above +70°C) ...696mW
16-Pin Wide SO (derate 9.52mW/°C above +70°C) 762mW
18-Pin Wide SO (derate 9.52mW/°C above +70°C) 762mW
20-Pin Wide SO (derate 10.00mW/°C above +70°C)....800mW
20-Pin SSOP (derate 8.00mW/°C above +70°C) 640mW
16-Pin CERDIP (derate 10.00mW/°C above +70°C) 800mW
18-Pin CERDIP (derate 10.53mW/°C above +70°C) 842mW
Operating Temperature Ranges
MAX2__AC__, MAX2__C__ 0°C to +70°C
MAX2__AE , MAX2 E -40°C to +85°C
MAX2__AM , MAX2__M -55°Cto +125°C
Storage Temperature Range -65°Cto+160°C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 10s) +300°C
te 1: Input voltage measured with Tout in high-impedance state, SHDN or Vcc = OV.
te 2: For the MAX220, V+ and V- can have a maximum magnitude of 7V, but their absolute difference cannot exceed 13V.
isses beyond those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanentdamage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and functional
iration of the device at these or any otherconditions beyond those indicated in the operational sections of the specificationsis not implied. Exposure to
•olute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.
.ECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS—MAX220/222/232A/233A/242/243
:c = +5V ±10%, C1-C4 = 0.1uF, MAX220, C1 = 0.047uF, C2-C4 = 0.33uF, TA = Tmin to Tmax,unless otherwise noted.)
PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
5-232 TRANSMITTERS
utput Voltage Swing All transmitter outputs loaded with 3k£2 to GND ±5 ±8 V
put Logic Threshold Low 1.4 0.8 V
put Logic Threshold High
All devices except MAX220 2 1.4
V
MAX220: Vcc = 5.0V 2.4
agio Pull-Up/Input Current
Ailexcept MAX220, normal operation 5 40
uA
SHDN = 0V, MAX222/242, shutdown, MAX220 ±0.01 ±1
utput Leakage Current Vcc = 5.5V, SHDN = 0V, Vout = ±15V, MAX222/242 ±0.01 ±10 uA
Vcc = SHDN = 0V, VOUT = ±15V ±0.01 ±10
ata Rate 200 116 kbps
ansmitter Output Resistance Vcc = V+ = V- = 0V, VOUT = ±2V 300 10M £2
utput Short-Circuit Current Vqut = OV ±7 ±22 mA
S-232 RECEIVERS
3-232 Input Voltage Operating Range ±30 V
S-232 Input Threshold Low Vcc = 5V
All except MAX243 R2in 0.8 1.3
V
MAX243 R2|N (Note 2) -3
S-232 Input Threshold High Vcc = 5V
All except MAX243 R2in 1.8 2.4
V
MAX243 R2[N (Note 2)
-0.5 -0.1
3-232 Input Hysteresis Ailexcept MAX243, Vcc = 5V, no hysteresis in shdn. 0.2 0.5 1 V
MAX243 1
3-232 Input Resistance 3 5 7 kQ
rL/CMOS Output Voltage Low lour = 3.2mA 0.2 0.4 V
ri_/CMOS Output Voltage High Iout - -1 0mA 3.5 Vcc - 0.2 V
fL/CMOS Output Short-Circuit Current
Sourcing Vout = GND
-2 -10





:c = +5V ±10%, C1-C4 = 0.1 pF, MAX220, C1 = 0.047mF, C2-C4 =0.33uF, TA =Tmin toTmax, unless otherwise noted.)
PARAMETER
TL/CMOSOutput Leakage Current
N Input Threshold Low
N Input Threshold High
derating Supply Voltage
CCSupply Current (SHDN = Vcc).
igures5, 6, 11, 19
hutdown Supply Current





_L to RS-232 (Normal Operation),
gure 1
sceiver Propagation Delay
3-232 to TLL(Normal Operation),
gure 2
sceiver Propagation Delay
3-232 to TLL (Shutdown), Figure 2
sceiver-Output Enable Time, Figure 3
3ceiver-Output Disable Time, Figure 3
ansmitter-Output Enable Time
HDN Goes High), Figure 4
ansmitter-Output Disable Time
HDN Goes Low), Figure 4
ansmitter + to - Propagation
3lay Difference (Normal Operation)
jceiver + to - Propagation
Jlay Difference (Normal Operation)
CONDITIONS












Rl = 3k£2 to 7kl2,
Vcc = 5V,Ta=+25°C,
measured from +3V


















TA = 0°C to +70°C
























































































































DEVICE C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
HAX220 4.7 47 10 10 4.7
HAX23Z 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0





































{) ARE FOR MAX222 ONLY.




















4Q(Mi > (EXCEPT MAX220)
UlN T [^— T1QUT
>+5V
400kQ $ (EXCEPT MAX220)















28/40-Pin 8-Bit CMOS FLASH MicrocontroUers






• High performance RISC CPU
• Only 35 single word instructions to learn
• All singlecycle instructions except for program
branches which are two cycle
• Operatingspeed: DC- 20 MHz clockinput
DC - 200 ns instruction cycle
• Upto8Kx 14 wordsof FLASH Program Memory,
Upto 368 x 8 bytes of Data Memory (RAM)
Upto 256 x 8 bytes of EEPROM Data Memory
• Pinout compatible to the PIC16C73B/74B/76/77
• Interruptcapability (up to 14 sources)
• Eight level deep hardware stack
• Direct, indirectand relative addressing modes
• Power-on Reset (POR)
• Power-up Timer (PWRT) and
OscillatorStart-up Timer (OST)
• WatchdogTimer(WDT) with itsown on-chip RC
oscillator for reliable operation
• Programmable code protection
• Power saving SLEEP mode
• Selectable oscillator options
• Low power, high speed CMOS FLASH/EEPROM
technology
• Fully static design
• In-Circuit Serial Programming™ (ICSP)via two
pins
• Single 5V In-Circuit Serial Programming capability
• In-Circuit Debugging via two pins
• Processor read/write access to program memory
• Wide operating voltage range: 2.0V to 5.5V
» High Sink/Source Current: 25 mA
• Commercial, Industrial and Extendedtemperature
ranges
• Low-power consumption:
- < 0.6 mA typical @ 3V, 4 MHz
- 20 uA typical @3V, 32 kHz
- < 1 \iA typical standby current























n 1 ^J 40 3
c 2 39 1
c 3 38 3
c 4 37 3
c s 36 3








r: 10 r*. 31 3
c 11 ff 30 3
L 12 <o 29 1




C 15 26 3
c 16 25 3
c 17 24 3
c 18 23 3
c 19 22 2






















• TimerO: 8-bittimer/counter with 8-bitprescaler
• TimeM: 16-bittimer/counterwithprescaler,
can be incremented during SLEEP via external
crystal/clock
• Timer2:8-bit timer/counter with 8-bitperiod
register, prescaler and postscaler
• Two Capture, Compare, PWM modules
- Capture is 16-bit, max. resolution is 12.5 ns
- Compare is 16-bit, max. resolution is 200 ns
- PWM max. resolution is 10-bit
• 10-bit multi-channel Analog-to-DigNal converter
• Synchronous SerialPort(SSP)with SPI™ (Master
mode) and l2C™ (Master/Slave)
• Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter (USART/SCI)with9-bit address
detection
• Parallel Slave Port (PSP) 8-bits wide, with
external RD,WR and CS controls (40/44-pin only)
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PIC16F873 PIC16F874 PIC16F876 PIC16F877
Operating Frequency DC - 20 MHz DC - 20 MHz DC - 20 MHz DC - 20 MHz









(14-bit words) 4K 4K 8K 8K
Data Memory (bytes) 192 192 368 368
EEPROM Data Memory 128 128 256 256
Interrupts 13 14 13 14
I/O Ports Ports A,B,C Ports A,B,C,D,E Ports A.B.C Ports A,B,C,D,E
Timers 3 3 3 3
Capture/Compare/PWM Modules 2 2 2 2
Serial Communications MSSP, USART MSSP, USART MSSP, USART MSSP, USART
Parallel Communications — PSP
— PSP
10-bit Analog-to-Digital Module 5 input channels 8 input channels 5 input channels 8 input channels
Instruction Set 35 instructions 35 instructions | 35 instructions 35 instructions
© 2001 Microchip Technology Inc. DS30292C-page 3
PIC16F87X










OSC1/CLKIN 9 9 I ST/CMOS*3' Oscillator crystal input/external clock source input.
OSC2/CLKOUT 10 10 0 Oscillator crystal output. Connects to crystal or resonator in
crystal oscillator mode. In RC mode, the OSC2 pin outputs
CLKOUT which has 1/4 the frequency of OSC1, and denotes
the instruction cycle rate.
MCLR/VPP 1 1 I/P ST Master Clear (Reset) input or programming voltage input. This































PORTA is a bi-directional I/O port.
RAOcan also be analog inputO.
RA1 can also be analog inputl.
RA2 can also be analog input2 or negative analog
reference voltage.
RA3 can also be analog input3 or positive analog
reference voltage.
RA4 can also be the dock input to the TimerO
module. Output is open drain type.
RA5 can also be analog input4 or the slave select









































PORTB is a bi-directional I/O port. PORTB can be software
programmed for internal weak pull-up on all inputs.
RBO can also be the external interrupt pin.
RB3 can also be the low voltage programming input.
Interrupt-on-change pin.
Interrupt-on-change pin.
Interrupt-on-change pin or In-Circuit Debugger pin. Serial
programming clock.










































PORTC is a bi-directional I/O port.
RCO can also be the Timerl oscillator output or Timer!
clock input.
RC1 can also be the Timerl oscillator input or Capture2
input/Compare2 output/PWM2 output.
RC2 can also be the Capturel input/Comparel output/
PWM1 output.
RC3 can also be the synchronous serial clock input/output
for both SPI and 1*0 modes.
RC4 can also be the SPI Data In (SPI mode) or
data I/O (l2C mode).
RC5 can also be the SPI Data Out (SPI mode).
RC6 can also be the USART Asynchronous Transmit or
Synchronous Clock.
RC7 can also be the USART Asynchronous Receive or
Synchronous Data.
vss 8,19 8,19 P _ Ground reference for logic and I/O pins.
Vdd 20 20 P
— Positive supply for logic and I/O pins.
O = output
— = Not used
is a Schmitt Trigger
is a Schmitt Trigger
is a Schmitt Trigger
I/O = input/output P - power
TTL = TTLinput ST - Schmitt Trigger input
input when configured as the external interrupt.
input when used in Serial Programming mode.
input when configured in RC oscillator mode and a CMOS input otherwise.
Legend: I = input
Note 1: This buffer
2: This buffer
3: This buffer
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OSC1/CLKIN 13 14 30 I ST/CMOS(4> Oscillator crystal input/external clock source input.
OSC2/CLKOUT 14 15 31 0 Oscillator crystal output. Connects to crystal or resonator
in crystal oscillator mode. In RC mode, OSC2 pin outputs
CLKOUT which has 1/4 the frequency of OSC1, and
denotes the instruction cycle rate.
MCLR/VPP 1 2 18 I/P ST Master Clear (Reset) input or programming voltage input.





































PORTA is a bi-directional I/O port.
RAO can also be analog inputO.
RA1 can also be analog inputl.
RA2 can also be analog input2 or negative
analog reference voltage.
RA3 can also be analog input3 or positive
analog reference voltage.
RA4 can also be the clock input to the TimerO timer/
counter. Output is open drain type.
RA5 can also be analog input4 or the slave select for

















































PORTB is a bi-directional I/O port. PORTB can be soft
ware programmed for internal weak pull-up on all inputs.
RBO can also be the external interrupt pin.
RB3 can also be the low voltage programming input.
Interrupt-on-change pin.
Interrupt-on-change pin.
Interrupt-on-change pin or In-Circuit Debugger pin.
Serial programming clock.
Interrupt-on-change pin or In-Circuit Debugger pin.
Serial programming data.
O = output I/O = input/output P = power
— = Not used TTL= TTLinput ST = Schmitt Trigger input
is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured as an external intenrupt.
is a Schmitt Trigger input when used in Serial Programming mode.
is a Schmitt Trigger input when configured as general purpose I/Oand a TTLinput when used in the Parallel
mode (for interfacing to a microprocessor bus),
is a Schmitt Triggerinputwhen configured in RCoscillatormode and a CMOS input otherwise.
Legend: I - input
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Legend: I= input O - output I/O = input/output P =power
—= Not used TTL =TTL input ST =Schmitt Trigger input
Note 1: This buffer isa Schmitt Trigger input when configured as an external interrupt.
2: This buffer is a Schmitt Trigger input when usedin Serial Programming mode.
3: This buffer isa Schmitt Trigger input when configured as general purpose I/O and a TTL input when used in the Parallel
SlavePortmode(forinterfacing to a microprocessor bus).
4: This buffer isa Schmitt Trigger input when configured in RC oscillator mode and a CMOS input otherwise.
© 2001 MicrochipTechnology Inc.
Description
PORTC is a bi-directional I/O port.
RC0 can also be the Timerl oscillator output or a
Timerl clock input.
RC1 can also be the Timerl oscillator input or
Capture2 input/Compare2 output/PWM2 output
RC2 can also be the Capturel input/Comparel
output/PWM1 output.
RC3 can also be the synchronous serial clockinput/
output for both SPI and l2C modes.
RC4 can also be the SPI Data In (SPI mode) or
data I/O (l2C mode).
RC5 can also be the SPI Data Out (SPI mode).
RC6 can also be the USARTAsynchronous Transmit
or Synchronous Clock.
RC7 can also be the USART Asynchronous Receive
or Synchronous Data.
PORTD is a bi-directional I/Oport or parallelslave port
when interfacing to a microprocessor bus.
PORTE is a bi-directional I/O port.
RE0 can also be read control for the parallel slave
port, or analog input5.
RE1 can also be writecontrolfor the parallelslave
port, or analog inputs.
RE2 can also be select controlfor the parallelslave
port, or analog input?.
Ground reference for logic and I/Opins.
Positive supply for logicand I/Opins.
These pins are not internally connected. These pins
should be left unconnected.
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&i. HCF4066B
QUAD BILATERAL SWITCH FOR TRANSMISSION OR
MULTIPLEXING OF ANALOG OR DIGITAL SIGNALS
m 15V DIGITAL OR ± 7.5V PEAK TO PEAK
SWITCHING
• 125Q TYPICAL ON RESISTANCE FOR 15V
OPERATION
• SWITCH ON RESISTANCE MATCHED TO
WITHIN 5Q TYP. OVER 15V SIGNAL INPUT
RANGE
• ON RESISTANCE FLAT OVER FULL PEAK
TO PEAK SIGNAL RANGE
• HIGH ON/OFF OUTPUT VOLTAGE RATIO :
65dB TYP. at fls = 1GKHz, RL = 10KO
• HIGH DEGREE OF LINEARITY : < 0.5%
DISTORTION TYP. at f,s = 1KHz, V[S = 5 Vpp,
Vdd " Vss> 10V, RL = 10KD
• EXTREMELY LOW OFF SWITCH LEAKAGE
RESULTING IN VERY LOW OFFSET
CURRENT AND HIGH EFFECTIVE OFF
RESISTANCE: 10pA TYP.
atVDD-Vss = 10V,Tamb = 25°C
• EXTREMELY HIGH CONTROL INPUT
fMPEDANCE (control circuit isolated from
signal circuit 1012Qtyp.)
• LOW CROSSTALK BETWEEN SWITCHES :
50dB Typ. at f!S = 0.9MHz, F^ = 1KQ
• MATCHED CONTROL-INPUT TO SIGNAL
OUTPUT CAPACITANCE: REDUCES
OUTPUT SIGNAL TRANSIENTS
m FREQUENCY RESPONSE SWITCH ON :
40MHz (Typ.)
• QUIESCENT CURRENT SPECIF. UP TO 20V







m INPUT LEAKAGE CURRENT
I, = 100nA (MAX) ATVDD = 18V TA = 25°C
• 100% TESTED FOR QUIESCENT CURRENT
• MEETS ALL REQUIREMENTS OF JEDEC
JESD13B ' STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
FOR DESCRIPTION OF B SERIES CMOS
DEVICES"
DESCRIPTION
The HCF4066B is a monolithic integrated circuit
fabricated in Metal Oxide Semiconductor
technology available in DIP and SOP packages.
The HCF4066B is a QUAD BILATERAL SWITCH
intended for the transmission or multiplexing of
analog or digital signals.
ft is pin for pin compatible with HCF4016B, but
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the ON resistance is relatively constant over the
full input signal range. The HCF4066B consists of
four independent bilateral switches. A single
control signal is required per switch. Both the p
and n device in a given switch are biased ON or
OFF simultaneously by the control signal. As
shown in schematic diagram , the well of the
n-channel device on each switch is either tied to
the input when the switch is ON or to Vss when
the switch is OFF. This configuration eliminates
INPUT EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
cpVDD







the variation of the switch-transistor threshold
voltage with input signal, and thus keeps the ON
resistance low overthe full operating signal range.
The advantages over single channel switches
include peak input signal voltage swings equal to
the full supply voltage, and more constant ON
impedance over the input signal range. For
sample and hold applications, however, the
HCF4016B is recommended.
PIN DESCRIPTION
PIN No SYMBOL NAME AND FUNCTION
1,4,8, 11 A to D I/O Independent Inputs/Out
puts




7 Vss Negative Supply Voltage






















Symbol Parameter Value Unit
Vdd Supply Voltage
-0.5 to +22 V
V, DC Input Voltage
-0.5 to VDD + 0.5 V
1. DC Input Current ±10 mA
Pd Power Dissipation per Package 200 mW
Power Dissipation per Output Transistor 100 mW
'op Operating Temperature
-55 to +125 °C
Tstg Storage Temperature
-65 to +150 °C
Absolute Maximum Ratings are thosevaluesbeyond which damagetothedevicemay occur. Functional operation underthese conditions is
not implied.
AH voltage values are referred to Vss pin voltage.
RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS
Symbol Parameter Value Unit
Vdd Supply Voltage 3 to 20 V
Vi Input Voltage 0 to VDD V
'op Operating Temperature
-55 to 125 °c
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(Tamb = 25°C,Typical temperature coefficient forail VDD value is 0.3 %/°C)
Symbol Parameter






-40 to 85°C -55 to 125°C
Min. Typ. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
k Quiescent Device
Current (all
switches ON or all
switches OFF)
0/5 5 0.01 0.25 7.5 7.5
ma
0/10 10 0.01 0.5 15 15
0/15 15 0.01 1 30 30
0/20 20 0.02 5 150 150
SIGNAL INPUTS (V,s) and OUTPUTS (Vqs)
RON Resistance vc=VDd Rf_= 10KH
Return to (VDD-Vss)/2
VjS= Vss to VDD
5 470 1050 1200 1200
a10 180 400 500 500
15 125 240 300 300
Aon Resistance ARON








Vc = VDD = 5V, Vss = -5V
V,S(P-P) = 5V,RL = 1OK0
(sine wave centered in 0V)





VC= VDD = 5V,VSS = -5V
Vis(p-P) = 5V,RL = 1KQ






V,s(p-p) = 5V,RL = 1KO











-40 to 85°C -55 to 125°C




Vc(B) = VSs = -5V
V!s<A) = 5V(p~p)






Vss = GND, CL = 50pF
V,s= 10V
square wave centered on 5V
















V|S= 18V,Vos = 0V
V|S=0V,Vos = 18V
18 +10"3 +0.1 ±1 ±1 uA
CONTROL (Vc)
V|LC Control Input Low
Voltage !llsl<10uA
Vis - vSs- vos = VDD
and
Vis ~ Vdd- vos = vss
5 1 1 1
V10 2 2 2
15 2 2 2
V1HC Control Input High
Voltage
5 3.5 3.5 3.5
V10 7 7 7




Vdd - Vss = 18V




Vc = 10V (sq. wave)
















sq. wave center on 5V






Ci Input Capacitance Any Input 5 7.5 pF
4/9 5*
